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Report 

The event took place at Mugberia Gangadhar Mahavidyalaya at scheduled time,
setting the stage for an insightful and impactful experience. The captivating short
film, "Sound of Silence," was carefully selected and showcased by the Department
of  Political  Science  at  the  scheduled  time  and  date,  drawing  the  attention  of
students and faculty alike. The film's narrative unfolded in a way that resonated
with the audience, delivering a powerful message against social differences and
urging viewers to break their silence in the face of injustice.

The Short film screening became a hub of thoughtful discussions and reflections as
students and teachers engaged in post-screening conversations facilitated by the
Department  of  Political  Science.  The film not  only inspired but  also provoked
meaningful conversations surrounding moral responsibility, societal activism, and
the  profound  impact  of  silence  on  individuals  and  communities.  The  platform
provided  by  the  department  offered  a  space  for  students  to  express  their
perspectives, fostering a sense of unity and shared purpose.

The  group  discussion  that  followed  was  marked  by  a  palpable  sense  of  keen
interest, as participants delved into the nuances of the film's themes. The discourse
touched upon the transformative power of individual voices in instigating positive
change and the importance of breaking the cycle of complicity. Students actively
seized the opportunity to share their insights, contributing to a vibrant exchange of
ideas.

The  day  served  as  a  source  of  encouragement  for  both  students  and  teachers,
reinforcing the belief in the potential for education to inspire societal change. The
event not only broadened the intellectual horizons of those in attendance but also
ignited  a  collective  commitment  to  actively  address  social  issues  and  promote
positive  transformation.  Room  no  108  at  Mugberia  Gangadhar  Mahavidyalaya
became more than just a venue; it became a symbol of the power of dialogue and
collective action in the pursuit of a more just and equitable society.
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